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Centre of Sustainable Development, Zurich, Switzerland

Keeping in spirit with the Agenda 21, Forum Z plans to 
devote itself to sustainable development and therefore 
plans to build a development centre in Zurichs Kreis 5.

My project, which is to promote the important issues and 
ideas of Agenda 21, wishes to avoid sounding stuffy or ri-
gid. First I recognised that the centres environment isn“t 
very diversifi ed. This brought me to the idea to change 
this situation on my part of the location. Therefore my 
goal was to invent several different kind of action. I ended 
up with about eight projects, each located in own space, 
such as a café, a shop, pass time places or exhibition. 

The idea is to invent more of those projects, take them and 
build a centre, like the street you will see on my CD-Rom.

To present my ideas, a mixture of scenograhical, - and in-
terior design, I choose the digital way. It is clearly arranged 
and presents each of my solutions step by step.

I hope you will enjoy my excursion into my „Centre of sus-
tainable development“.

No further information

Patch-work-station, patch your old stuff instead of trowing it away

Refi ll-bar, refi ll with fun

Exemplar-model-switzerland no! club, the int.rpl.desire

Ghost train Electro gym, saving energie

Action meter,whats up in zh

The project displays innovative spirit in terms of “thinking” sustainable construction, particularly with the imaginative 
reuse of materials. A high level of integration is achieved by synthesizing materials, products, and existing structures. Also 
credited is the effort to link decentralized locations as meeting and supply stations within a given urban fabric, a proposal 
that suggests an intelligent method for conserving resources. Of equal ecological signifi cance is the sensibility concerning 
land use and environmental impact.

Although a speculative proposal, the work nevertheless provides an economically viable model for generating new social 
ties and communal exchange, while at the same time offers lessons in self-sustaining facilities and waste reduction. A high 
degree of sensibility is also exercised relative to land and electricity consumption, thereby showing again acute concern for 
the ecological impact of the interventions. Of signifi cant merit are the spatial qualities and contextual response, all achieved 
through a sophistication of design that yields a tectonically accomplished effect.

Architecture (education)
not specifi ed

Michael Gehret
Designer FH in
Interior in Design
HGKZ - Hochschule für
Gestaltung + Kunst Zürich
Zurich, Switzerland
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